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Abstract

At the German eleatron accelerator DESY, development- and pro-
duction-work has been carried out, resulting in a total of 60
wire spark chambers, mainly to equip an experlment,whlch is cur-
rently being run to study rho-meson production by polarized pho-
tons. Extensive use of Computer installations has been made to
ensure constant production quality. Multiplane test-measurements
wlth on-line trackfitting enable the introduction of application
oriented Parameters: Efficiency coefficients are related to the
abillty of the single chamber to participate in one, two or more
tracks. The role of spurious sparks and ways to reduce them are
dlscussed. Accuracies of track locations and other features of
plane Stacks are shown. A new arrangement for the rea'dout of the
high voltage side is described.
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The experimental arrangement for whlch the series of wire spark
chambers has been bullt is shown in Flg. 1. It comprises mainly
2 telescopes surrounding the liquid hydrogen target in the for-
ward direction of the incident gamma beam. The telescopes for the
deteotlon of the two decay-pions have 10 wireplanes each, while
that for the recoil proton has 16. On the pion side directions
only have to be measured, whereas in the proton arm directions
and ranges must be determined.

The results of the experiment proper, rho-meson production with
polarlzed gamma-rays, have been submitted to the high energy con-
ference In vienna. Here, the technical aspects of producing and
running such a large number of chambers, äs well äs the results
of some rnore recent development shall be treated.

Design data
The type of chamber is essentially that of J. Fisher (l).
As can be seen in Fig. l, 3 different sizes have been used.

2
Their sensitive areas are: 2̂ 6 x 416, 416 x 640 and 512 x 300 mm
The raster chosen 1s l mm. We did not consider it necessary to
go to an even smaller wire distance like 0.6 mm (2) mainly for
cost reasons. The gap width has been selected wlth 6 mm. With
20 free electrons (3),left in average by a transversing minlmum
ionlzing particle. the efficiency is close enough to 100 % so
that the higher costs for wider gaps did not seem Justified.
Furthermore we had to choose between stretched wire and prlnted
wlre fabrlcatlon. After trying both methods, we decided to use
etched foils, since they are easier to be handled. We believe
that the re.jection rate would have been greater in the course of
the series production using the flrst method. The difficultles
encountered with etched foils lle in keeplng the specifled tole-
ranoes especially throughout the ''00 mm length. Connecting äs
well core boards äs high voltage boards by clamping them on to
outlets of the chamber electrodes we had to ask for& l/l =
0.2/̂ 00. The mechanlcal accuracy of l part in 4000 1s of course
just on the Uralt of what can be achieved in a series production.
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Finally we had to decide on the method of data retrieving.
A t the time of preparing the production. several authors had
shown the feasibility of using either nickel wlres or coreboards
to get the coordinates of the passing particles wlth almost same
results. After extensive tests we found äs a rule of thumb that
for large slze chambers (say >1 m) and small number of sparks per
plane it is more advantageous to use nickel wire readout. 3?or
our circumstances it was most suitable to use coreboards.
The ferrite cores have been of type Valvo 6B2. Pig. 2 shows the
behavlour of some available cores in respect of the necessary
magnetlzation by rectangular current pulses of various lengths
and attainable Outputs at interrogatlon time. Note that the time-
voltage-integral 1s plotted instead of only voltage äs is usual.
The reason 1s that we encountered some nolse in the readout-system
so we slowed down the readout frequency to about BÖ kHz (normal-
ly one finds several MHz). This 1s still fast enough to handle
our 3 telescopea for on-line treatment. since in Signal handling
by iow pass filters. the v-t-integral is nearly invariant 1t
is here the more meanlngful parameter. Another simple way to
improve the signal/noise ratlo, namely using several; say 3 to 5
cores per wire, has been tried out but not used in the series
production because of difficulties of fabrication.

Measurements during production
Using a specially designed test-setup,connected to one of the
small Computers (PDP5 or 8), we checked:

1. All incomming etched foils (some 140 total)
On the average, every second one had defects, shortcircuits

, or Interrupts, which were then repaired.

2. All core-boards fabricated by a supplier. Besides short-circults
and Interrupts wlring faults and core failures have been
easlly detected. Pig. 3 shows some statistical distributlon on

. core flipping levels. Gores beyond normal limits were replaced.

3- All wire chamber after completion.
Using cosmic rays only^ we examined total efficiency, multi-
plicity and average spark spread äs a function of high voltage.

On Pig. 4 typical vaiues are plotred for a good chamber.



In addition, we made wiremaps, showing spark distribution
per wlre after some thousand events. An example is to be
seen on Fig. 5. Most of the irregularities, detected in this
way, could be traced back and cured. However, in 3 out of 60
cases we observed "accumulating areas" far from tolerance
borders, which could not be repaired without distroying the
whole chamber.

4. Finally we made gas-tests. Although after mechanical completion
every chamber was 'checked for small holes by a helium leak
detector, large differences In the efficiency could be seen
after the gas flushing was turned off. The composition of the
gas is the often used mixture of 70 % Ne, 29 % He, l %
CoHp-OH. Fig. 6 gives an Impression of the behaviour of some
chambers in this respect. To find the sources which spoil
the gas we made several gas analyses with a sensitive quadru-
pole-type mass-spectrometer while reproducing good and bad
efficiencies by more or less flushing the chambers. It seems
to be established, that decreasing efficiency goes parallel
wlth increase of the mass lines 28 and 32. In other words,
undetectable leaks determine the amount of gas which must be
given through in order to maintain proper Operation conditions.
This fact imposes severe monfitary Problems in cases in which
a large number of chambers is to be run for months or more,
because either one builds or buys an (expensive) purifying
System or one buys enough bottles of fresh gas. So it seems
woithwhile to improve the methods for constructing gastight
chambers. Some 20 cnr/min Per chamber would yield a reasonable
ratlo of gas costs to the global cost of running an experiment.
At present, our experiment needs roughly a factor of 5 to 10
more than the above figure.

Optimlsation of Parameters
We considerd malnly the following properties of wire
spark chambers or Stacks of them:
1. Efficiency, 2, Spurious sparks, 3- Spark spread,

if. Accuracy of tracks through a telescope.
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Efficiency and spurious sparks

.The programs which were applied during series production,
comprised among others Efficiency- and Multiplicity-counters
for each chamber. The S-counter was turned up every tlme, one
or more sparks have been found after triggering. Also., when
more than one spark was found, the M-counter was turned up.
This method gives a sufficiently clear picture, if a chamber
out of a series is acceptable or not, even if not the best
trigger conditions prevail.

During the last months, data links to the central Computer
(IBM 360/75) and programs became available enabllng us to intro-
duce a more precise definition of efficiency:

2a,= -n k.
ra

m« nm

E is the efficiency for m throughtracks, n = number of events
of type m, k is the number of tracks, the chamber under con-
sideration participated in at event r. Inthe FORTRAN-program
acting according to this algorithm, a counter for spurious
sparks will be turned up once, when one or more sparks are found
which do not participate in any track.

In this way we easily found out that the amount of 10...20 %
multiples, which we had normally measured along a "plateau"'
of roughly 1000 V, was mainly due to 5...15 % "2-prongs" or
prongs of even higher order. The origin of the remaining 4...5 %
stays uncertain. By scanning several hundreds of pictures, one
gets the Impression, that possibly the production of knock-on-
ele'ctrons or maybe particles traverslng only one chamber by
chance coincidence could cause this effect. Flg. 7 shows a
typical dlsplay with feedback frora the main Computer after the
Passage of a "5-prong11 (or even a "6-prong"?).



One can assume that the 4...5 % spurious sparks could be lowered
by uslng less material In the particle directlon If the "knock-on"
electrons dominate. We used per chamber 2 foils of epoxy rein-
forced by glassfibre, 5 mil thick, clad with l 1/2 mil Cu.
The outer two volumes of the 3-volume-chamber are closed by 4mil
mylar foils. The biggest effect is to be expected from reducing
Cu to 3/4 mil. Other effects, leading to higher percentage of
spurious events are the well known gasimpurities and edge effects.
We made the flrst and the last wlre 16 mm instead of 0.4 mm like
the other ones, so that they extended until the frames. To assure
low potential differences between the neighbouring wires during
pul sing, we adjusted the resißtance to the first and last wire
of the high voltage side empirically to minimum efficiency.
This was in the vicinity of 0.1 % when pulsing with a fixed fre-
quency of 2 Hz.

Another attempt to increase efficiency and reduce spurious sparks
was made by applying high voltage pulses which were approximated
by pulsforming networks to an almost rectangular shape, Instead
of the more usual exponential forms. This results in a slight
improvement especially in the amall and medium size chambers:
In the large (512 x ̂ 00) chamber an effect is scarcely to be seen.
Probably the steep trailing edge of the rectangular pulse pre-
vents secondary sparks (growing from photoelectrons) to develop.

To study the interdependence of Charge and flipped cores, we
measured the distribution over several thousand events äs a func-
tion of charge and the number 6f flipped cores. In Fig. 8 it is
clearly to be seen that there is no abrupt end in the Charge
curve towards lower values of spread. A certain number of events
falls below the trigger level for the cores, resulting in the
0.5 to l % misses. One easy way to reduce this number is multiple
threading of the spark wires through every core. We verlfied this
fact in an experimental set-up with 5-fold threading, but did
not use it in the series because of cost reasons.



Spark spread and accuracy
Several authors (4;6) have shown^ that it 1s possible to get
an accuracy of + 1/4 of wire distance, In our case + 0.25 mm.
After several thousand passages of stiff partlcles (in the BeV-
region), a distribution curve of deita-values proves clearly
thls result. (Delta = difference of real coordinate to calculated
one by least square fit). This is true uslng a small area out
of the whole available one of a chamber. The curves of Fig. 9
are made with a telescope of 4 X- and 4 Y-chambers after a first
run in which lateral deviations of 0.4...0.7 mm have been detec-
ted and then corrected for by Software. These small values
(A = +0.3 mm FWHM) are deteriorated by using more of the chamber
area in case of misalignments or twiste along the partlcle axis.
Another reason is different shrinking of the foils from chamber
to chamber. Shrinking differences of 0.3 mm on the 800 mm side
are within the scope of this analysis.

A further possibility of spoiling the accuracy is the quantization
effect, first reported by Sherwood (4): If one has Operation con-
ditions where doublets (spread -- 2 mm) are prevailing, one looses
roughly a factor of 2 in accuracy. Fig. 10 shows singlets,doublets
and triplets äs a fuction of high voltage. Choosing working point
WP1 (doub/slng-ratio 1) and working point WPS (doub/sing - 8)
resp., one can verify this effect.

The curves of Fig. 10 are of course not only dependent on high vol-
tage but also very strongly on the type of high voltage coupling.
For the series of chambers we took resistive coupling with 1.8 kß
commonly applied to groups of 8 wires of the HV-side. This arrange-
ment 1s relatively easy to be made and fully satisfying in cases
where only one throughtrack per telescope should be handled.
As soon äs one expects more than one track especially in close
proximity, one has to choose better and more expensive means.
Fig. 11 shows a comparison of 3 arrangements: 1.8 kÎ /8 mm,
1.8 k$/l mm and a homogeneous layer of lOOÜ/square with a certain
geometrical configuration. The measurement v;as made in an electron

chower experiment (5)- The p_"oblerr. can br-i&fly oe characterised
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by searching for the best potential-nfunnel". In Fig. 12 are
plotted potentlai curves across the wires due to capacitive
coupling along the wires during the first part of the high vol-
tage pulse. What happens in the remaining part of the pulse
duration is shown In Fig. 1]3' After the spark formation time
of roughly 25 ns one neighbourlng wire after the other breaks
down, thus eniarging the current flowing to the very first point
and drawing current from their own (high voltage-) wire.
Fig. 14 illuminates this effect by a photograph, taken during
several hundred pulses, given to the high voltage side (1.8 k&/
8 mm) while the group of 8 wires in the center is shortcircuited.

So, if one wants the "robbing effect" in an area äs small äs
possible, one has to choose a coupling network which results
in the optlmum Potential funnel. Note that in this respect
stretched wires are more advantageous than etched ones äs shown
in Fig. 11 and 12. Also one has to emphaslze, that Fig. 10 re-
sults from an experiment with Isotropie distribution of sparks.
One has to remember that the wires in the two planes are mounted
rectangularly to each other. Multispark events occurring in one
of the wire directions only will be deteriorated more or less.
Thus if there is any preference in angular distribution in a
multitrack experiment, a tilting of the wire planes is
recommended.

Core readout on high voltage side
Since the advantages of reading out both coordinates in one
chamber are obvious (in most experiments the number of chambers
and so the costs are cut down to half, äs is the material In
the path of the particles), we tried to get a practical and re-
liable solution. Normally one isolates the rather compticated
wire work on the high voltage core board, since all reading and
interrogating wires are at ground potentlai, but not the spark
wires which are pulsed by up to 5 kV„ The method used by us is
illustrated in Fig. 15. The ferrite rings increase the inductivity
'.n the mesh seen from the HV-pulser, so that the remaining vol-
tage at the input to the electronics ls reduced below a dangerous
level. On the other har.ci, 'ehe interrogating and reading circuits
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are not Impaired because hot and ground leads run inside the

ferrite rings. The skineffect in the cable sleeves improves

the Situation further. The insulation between wires on the high

voltage board has only to withstand normal 50 to 100 V level,

which is necessary for the Clearing field. It is provided via

the HV-pulser.
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Fig. 2
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.Typica".1 wlremap for pro-
duction purposes shows
essentially the geometry
of the trlgger counter.
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Flg. 6

Efflclency vs time after
gas-shut-off at dlfferent
spark chambers.
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Fig. r
Computer representation of the
passage of a shower through a
Stack of 4 X- and 4 Y-chambers
(upper and 3.ower part of the
picture resp.).Provision is
made for 5 x- and 5 Y-chambers.

Each of the 10 chambers shown
has 6 numbers on 'ts left wlth
the meanlng

E l E 2 E 1-efflciency for
E 3 E 4 "One-track-events"
E 5 Spu Spu=spurlons events

(quoted per thousend)
The columns headed by X and Y
give the successful fittInga for
1,2 ....5 prongs.
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